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1. Introduction. Let Y2 be a bounded domain in Rn(n >- 2) with 12
C Let 0 be a given nonnegative smooth function on and equivalent to

a distance to the boundary:
9= {q)(x) > 0}, 0$2= {q(x) 0}, dq sa 0 on 0$2.

Let or(x) be a C-function on ,0. In the Dirichlet problem (D-P), we impose
on cr the following condition (D).

(D) dn 0 on $2 n" unit normal.

The purpose of this note is to study the homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary problems defined by- div(qa Vu) + c(x)q-u f in 1"2
(D-P) u-- 0 on $2. We assume(D).

div (pa Vu) + c (x) pau f in Y2
(N-P) du

0 on OY2.

As for (D-P), we have
Proposition 1. Suppose that cr satisfies (D) and cr 1 on 012. Then, there

exists a positive number M such that if inf c(x) >-- M, then for every f
C(2), there exists one and only one solution u to (D-P) which is written as u

1--0
q9 v with a function v belongin to C+ (2) such that qv C+(d).

From the theory of ordinary differential equations, we see that (D-P)
has no solution vanishing at x-----0 if cr _> 1. So, the condition cr 1 is

1--
necessary for us. If we set u- 0 v in (D-P), this proposition follows as a
corollary to the theorem due to C. Goulaouie-N. Shimakura [1] in which the
equation rpAv + zO,v + f-- 0(f C"(0), z > 0) were studied. Note that
the restriction (D)can be relaxed as follows"

I<v , 1, IA I- for some 6 > /.t.
[}2. Preliminaries to the Neumann problem. In the Neumann problem,

we have to deal with unbounded solutions as we shall show in 4. So, we are
obliged to modify the classical Schauder spaces to admit unbounded solu-
tions.

Definition. Let 0 < p < 1,/3 :/: 0, and let f C(Rn+) be compactly
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supported in R:. A function f is said to belong to the class A(R:) if

If(x) f(y)If I., sup min (x,("-’)/, y,("-’)/)
is finite. Here (p )+ max(O, g fl). For a positive integer k, f is said

+"() if Drf A_(R2) for any r with I l- kto belong to the class
and we denote

We aso set A(R;loc)= {f C();gfA(), for any g

l" lu,, is then a norm on A(R), an A(R)is endowed with the in-
ductive limit topology of Banach spaces exactly as Cu(). For these spases
we can show

Lemma 1. (1) CU(+)
Z Iff A(R) and < O, then f C, {f f C(R) and sup f[

-Bz. <+}.
(3) zf > 0 ana f A(R), then f(w’,’)

z’= (Zx,...,z,_) R"-.
(4) f A(R) C, if and only if f/z A_(R) C,_.

A+(R) ( > 1+ ) then f Cu(5) If f ,.+,

(6) log zn A(R loc) if ana onty if < O.
In (2), the number sup

a fixed compact set.
Our goal is the theorem of existence and uniqueness of the solution to

AZ+U (Theorem 2 below). And this is relied upon(N P) in the function space
an a priori inequality for solutions (Theorem 1 below) and the method of
continuity.

To obtain an a priori inequality, we proceed as follows. By a partition
of unity of the closure , the question is essentially reduced to prove an ine-
quality for u with small support in a neighborhood of a boundary point. This
is because the operator is not degenerate in the interior of the domain so
that a nice inequality in the interior is guaranteed by a classical result of J.
Schauder. Let 0 be any boundary point. Then, there exists a neighborhood
U of zo and a diffeomorphism X from U in the z-space to a semi-ball
{lyl < r, g, 2 0} in the g-space such that
{g. 0} and that (X-(g,))= g,. Clearly, a(z)is close to the constant
function a(z) in U. Rewriting the new coordinates g again by z, we can
locally approximate (N-P) by a problem

a a-1 n
(N-P’) --wnAu- awn Onu--f inR+; Own

0on {wn= 0}

for u with small support in a neighborhood of the origin. Here a is a con-
stant satisfying a >- 1 and f on the right hand side contains an error
term arising from the localization.

Green funetion for (N-P’). For a > 0, let us set
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where

y (y’,--y.), w-- 1--
2Ix Y 4xnyn

Ix- l Ix- l

C 2-2rc-nnF( n + - F() /F(o)

and F(c, w) is a hypergeometric function defined by

2 F + w
F(a, w)

F(a+2-n)2 F()’= FQ’+a) j".

The kernel Ka(x, y) is not defined for K 0. However, it can be continued
to an entire function with respect to . For example,

$ 2-n)go(x, C,o (Iz- +lz-
K_(x y) C(_(] x y + x y (n 4)xy x y

+ (n-4)xy,]x-y if n >4
Here C(o)and C(_e are positive numbers independent of (x, y) R.

Then

u- Kaf JR Ka (x, y)f(y)dy

is a solution of the problem (N-P’). Following is the key lemma for the Green
function.

Lemma 2. Suppose that r > 1, 1+12 < =/= 0 and f/x
" (R+) Let u Kocf. Then, OjOku, (Ou)/x A_A,_ (R+ "loc) for 1 < j

k <- n. Furthermore, Onu 0 on the boundary if fl > cr 1.
3. Results. First we define the function spaces A(Q) analogous to

the previous ones.
Definition. Let0 < 12< 1, v 0. A function uis said to belong to the

class A" (/2) if

is finite, where

sup min(p(x)(-)/, p(y)

A+"(Ag) if Dru A() for any withAlso, u is said to belong to the class

TI 2 and we denote
Theorem 1. Assume that a(x) > 1 on . Let z, and a satisfy

(1) max(-- 1, l+a--a(x)) < r<O on .
Let u ..+A+ () be a solution of (N-P) forf (x) (x) A(). Then it holds
that

Here C and C’ are positive nmbers independent off and
We get first the inequality for solutions to (N-P’) with small support

with the aid of Lemma 2 and estimate the error terms arising from the parti-
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tion of unity. We need Lemma 3 below for an interpolation argument and to
treat the terms involving log 9. Finally, to prove Theorem 1, we sum up the
both sides of a finite number of inequalities in the local coordinate neighbor-
hoods.

The existence and uniqueness of the solution to (N-P), which is the main
theorem in this article, is stated as follows:

Theorem 2. Assume thatch(x) 1 on,Q, c(x) 0 on Q and that

( 1 a(x) + 1)(2)max 1 + p, 1 + p--a(x), 2’-- 2
+ ([2) for every f such thatThen, (N-P) has a unique solution in the space A+r

fqa A ([2).
Theorem 2 is proved in the following way: First, we prove the unique-

ness of the solution with the aid of a function space

(I +c <
Note that f belongs to the dual space of W(Q) provided that
1)/2 and c >- 1 on 0Q. Since the weak solution is unique in the space

AZ+U(Q) is also unique if there ex-W(Q) the classical solution belonging to
ists any. Second, if c(x) is identically equal to 0, then (N-P) is a variant of
the classical Neumann problem for the Laplacian in a bounded domain.
Third, for general c, we make use of the method of continuity. More precise-
ly, we introduce a family of operators

Lou P div (p"grad u) + cu
with parameter 0 [0, 1]. The given equation is then Lu f/qa. Let F be
the set of 0 such that Lo has the continuous inverse operator under the
homogeneous Neumann condition. Then, F is non-empty because 0 F by
virtue of the above remark. And Theorem I guarantees that F is an open
and closed subset of [0, 1]. Therefore, F [0, 1], in particular, 1 F. Con-
sequently, (N-P) has a unique solution for every f satisfying the prescribed
condition. In each step of the reasoning, we need some restrictions on the
values of c(x), a(x), t2 and v (see (1) and (2)).

Remark. Theorems i and 2 are also valid for the following (N-P") if

v 0 (in place of v < 0) and if infa c(x) is sufficiently large.

p%lu Vp Vu) + c(x) u=finQ
(N-P") du- 0 on .
In the proof of Theorem 1, we need the following interporlation lemma:

A+(Q) v> 1 +12. ThenLemma3. (1) Assume that u .-z+ r

Irl 1 Irl:-
A2+t2

(2) Let p w B(p) Q for a small R > 0 and u ,,+,(wa),
0 > v> l+p. Then

u log p ;A(w) -< O(R-* log R I) u II+,,+,, forj 1,2,... ,n.
4. Example. Here we give an example of unbounded solution to

(N-P). For simplicity we consider (N-P) locally in some neighborhood of the
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origin of R: in place of a general domain
Example. Let L be the operator defined to be

Lu div(x: ITu) x’ [Au + x-A 8u + (log x)u].
Xn

z LuThen, for u xn logxn- 2x --2x, we have 1 + xl C andx
Xn

0x,, ,--o 0. However :3 + 2 log x,

Az+,(R.. loc) for any g (0, 1) and any r < 02+c

Note also that w--x-x’ satisfies Lw--0 with the homogeneous
Dirichret condition w lz.-_o "-0 if x 1 and the homogeneous Neumann

8w
condition - Iz,;0 --0 if x 0 respectively. According to Proposition 1,

we can consider w as a null-solution to the Dirichret problem (see (D-P)
with c 0). Moreover, we see that w is excluded from our framework for
the problem (N-P). To see this, let K be a compact set contained in R:
{x’-- 1 < xl < 0} such that K ;3 {x’x, 0}

AZ+U(K’loc) for somep (0 1) and v< 0. Then we have =x(x--

1)x-l-x A(K;loc). Furthermore, it follows from the assertion (2) in
Lemma 1 that <-- minx ;0(-- 1 xl). But this contradicts to the con-
ditions (1) and (2) in the main theorems, so that the assertion follows.
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